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A Glimpse into the Eurocentric Content of Freuds Oedipus ComplexReassess-
ing Wilhelm Reichs Legacy
While the issue of the universality of the Oedipus complex still remains unresolved, it is worth-
while noting that Sigmund Freud had initially elaborated the concept of the Oedipus complex in
the process of subjecting his own self to rigorous analysis, which only serves to accentuate the
subjective factor. Moreover, adding its share to the complexity of the issue, it was precisely in
the very midst of intense selfanalysis that Freud had initially applied the factor of universality
to the Oedipus complex concept.
To be sure, Freud himself has never presented an integrated account of how exactly the Oedi-
pus complex had to be defined. It is only by means of applying comparative analysis to a variety
of Freuds written work that one might claim to identify Freuds systematic approach to this is-
sue. Thus, Albert H. Schrut suggests to study the following Freuds writings in order to identify
Freuds systematic account of the Oedipus complex : The Interpretation of DreamsÄeghhÅÅ 
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Three essays on the Theory of SexualityTotem and TabooThe Ego and the
Id	The Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex	
Some Physical Consequences of the
Anatomical Distinction between the Sexes	Female Sexualityand Letters to Wil-
helm Fliess
. Melanie Klein, while providing comparisons with the classical concept of
the Oedipus complex, additionally mentions as relevant the following writings of Freud which are
not found in the Schruts list of basic relevant works : The Infantile Genital Organization
	and New Introductory Lectures	.
Schrut fairly observes that selfanalysis played a considerable role in the process of elaboration
of the Oedipus complex by Freud, remarking that Freuds oedipal theory was developed in rela-
tionship to his own ambivalence toward his father and his recognition of the source of anger and
fear toward his father as stemming from his own psyche rather than anything objectively done
by his father. On their part, analyzing Freuds personal imprint, Thomas Horner and Elinor
Rosenberg point out that the record of Freuds anguished personal quest together with the ob-
servations of the recent historical scholarship suggest that the two matters of acute actual loss
and fantacised loss were very much mixed in Freuds mind during the period in which the core
principles and interpretive axioms of the psychoanalytic theory of human nature took shape
.
The letters Freud wrote in particular during the second half of s demonstrate his deep
preoccupation with selfanalysis and it is during that period of time that Freud for the first time
ever proclaimed the Oedipus complex the phenomenon of a universal nature. Louis Breger di-
rectly relates Freuds selfanalysis to his invention of the Oedipus complex, viewing Freuds
elaboration of his universal Oedipal theory as an abandonment and a substitution for the seduc-
tion theory in favor of a compromise which not only revealed his wish for his mothers love and
her loss to a rival but as well made him into a warrior, a young Oedipus, in combat with a pow-
erful kinglike father.
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The selfanalytical subjective nature of Freuds discovery of the universality of the Oedipus
complex is clearly revealed in Freuds letter dated October and addressed to Wilhelm Fli-
ess, beginning as it is with Freuds reference to his selfanalysis as in fact the most essential
thing I have at present and promising to become of the greatest value to me if it reaches its
end, and containing a precious passage testifying to Freuds early convictions regarding the uni-
versality feature :
Being totally honest with oneself is a good exercise. A single idea of general value dawned on me. I have
found, in my own case too, [the phenomenon] of being in love with my mother and jealous of my father, and I
now consider it a universal event in early childhood...the Greek legend seizes upon a compulsion which every-
one recognizes because he senses its existence within himself. Everyone in the audience was once a budding
Oedipus in fantasy and each recoils in horror from the dream fulfillment here transplanted into a reality, with
the full quantity of repression which separates his infantile state from his present one	.
While at least initially Freuds own psychological condition played a considerable role in his
claims regarding universality of the Oedipus complex, the multifaceted critique of the latter fea-
ture has hardly ever been characterized by a noticeable emphasis on the subjective nature of
Freuds references to the universality issue. As in particular refers to the applied psychoanalysis,
standing out instead are various anthropological, cultural as well as evolutionary issues that are
viewed as testifying to Freuds inclination to regard the Oedipus complex as a phenomenon of a
universal nature. Since, as I tend to see it, it is particularly Totem and Taboo
	which
rather clearly features Freuds view of the Oedipus complex as a universal phenomenon it might
be worthwhile to briefly review some relevant samples of critique based on the standpoints men-
tioned above.
In terms of evolutionary approach, Daniel Kriegmans critique deserves considerable attention.
Describing in Totem and Taboo
	the taboo of marriage within the clan as well as that of
eating the taboo animal, Freud put forward a hypothesis that, as summarized by Schrut, the clan
originated in a crucial period of history when a group of brothers, who had conspired to kill their
violent father and seize his women for themselves, experienced greed and agreed forever to pro-
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hibit incestvia marriage rulesand parricide. Typically, Freud regarded this evolutionary se-
quence as inevitable and expected the effect of castration anxiety to make up a milieu inherited
and transmitted from one generation to another.
According to Kriegman, the latter approach was directly inspired by application of the Lamar-
ckian theory in which the acquired experienceincluding massive guiltfrom an actual patricide
was somehow biologically passed on to all future generations . Referring to such fairly recent
scholarly investigations as in particular those of Trivers, R.L. on social evolution theory, Harlow,
H.F. on animal studies, Boulby, J., Lichtenberg, J.D., Sander,L.S., and Stern,D.N. on human infant
studies as all suggesting that social urges have their own primary motivational sources, Krieg-
man, while offering for the purpose of clarity to leave aside the drive/structure paradigm,
stresses that Freuds having resorted to Lamarckian theorizing as applicable for explaining hu-
man civilization only serves to obscure the essential biological nature of human civilization that
can no more be considered extrabiological than the complex social organizations of ants, bees, ter-
mites, wolves, lions, monkeys, or apes . It is crucial, however, to pay sufficient critical attention
to Kriegmans remark, placed as a footnote, which emphasizes the contextual interpretation of
Freuds ideas by referring to a specific time period, indicating that though this Lamarckian theo-
rizing gives rise to evolutionary notions which appear absurd today Lamarckian theory was an
integral part of evolution theory in Freuds day, and was even espoused by Darwin himself .
Similarly referring to a number of fairly recent analytical investigations of scholars defined as
psychoanalytically oriented anthropologists and anthropologically oriented psychoanalysts, such
as Lidz T. and Lidz R., Spiro M., Poole F.J.P. and Herdt, G., on his part Walter Slote, a psychoana-
lytic researcher specializing in East Asian cultures, flatly rejects the universality concept, indicat-
ing as follows :
I see the rivalry between son and fathernot son to fatherfor the mothers or the wifes love as an interper-
sonal rather than an instinctual issue. I do not see the oedipal conflict as a universal, and when it does occur
as it usually doesI regard it as most frequently originating with the father, who has been displaced by the in-
fant child as the focus of the wifes primary concern, that is, as a result of the fathers unresolved dependency
needs.
Curiously, in one of her articles Joan RaphaelLeff inquires into the nature of Freuds choice of
 Kriegman, DanielCompassion and Altruism in Psychoanalytical Theory : An Evolutionary
Analysis of Self Psychology. The Journal of the American Academy of Psychoanalysis and Dynamic Psychia-
try		pp
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a Greek literary character given the fact that the Oedipus myth might be fairly regarded to sym-
bolize the very essence of psychoanalysis or, as RaphaelLeff puts it, as chosen to encapsulate
the kernel of the neuroses of Freudian theory. We might add that the question posed by
RaphaelLeff becomes far more insightful in the context of Freuds inclination to view the Oedi-
pus complex as a phenomenon of universal nature. Suggesting that from his early years Freud
must have had intimate access to an alternative and richer Egyptian myth, RaphaelLeff points
out that Freuds choice of the Greek legend was generated by resistances in his own selfanaly-
sis which would have been challenged had he had an analyst other than himself. While the
latter approach might prove being innovative and fruitful, I would rather suggest to begin such
an inquiry by means of studying the intellectual climate that surrounded Freud which, as Raphael
Leff herself admits, is one of the major components, along with in particular clinical insights
and understanding rooted in selfanalysis, that generally affect evolution of theoretical issues.
I would in particular single out the fact that Greek ethnocentric attitudes, in the words of Jack
Goody, became integrated into western scholarly historiography and cultural analysis, a feature
still rather dominant nowadays, which could not but affect Freuds intellectual choices. To pro-
vide an example of this features contemporary strength suffice it to quote a passage from a ma-
jor scholarly work devoted to Greece which seems to erroneously, yet typically enough, ascribe to
classical Greek culture the exceptional and unique qualities :
It is not entirely a European myth that in the classical Greek world we find the origins of very many fea-
tures which are fundamental to our own western heritage. Whole modes of thought and expression have their
fount and origin in Greece between andBC, selfconscious abstract political thought and moral philoso-
phy ; rhetoric as a study in its own right ; tragedy, comedy, parody, and history, western naturalistic art and
the female nude ; democracy as theory and practice	.
It is both remarkable and symbolic that Freud not only had initially proclaimed universality of
the Oedipus complex but in fact reconfirmed it in one of his latest works entitled An Outline of
PsychoAnalysis written in 
 and published posthumously in 
To be specific, Freud
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wrote as follows : I venture to say that if psychoanalysis could boast of no other achievement
than the discovery of the repressed Oedipus complex, which alone would give it a claim to be in-
cluded among the precious new acquisitions of mankind. Despite indirect nature of the refer-
ence to the universality issue, one can not fail to appreciate Freuds extremely high estimate of
the Oedipus complex discovery as pertaining to the mankind as a whole. Moreover, Freuds hav-
ing mentioned French philosopher, Denis Diderot, which immediately precedes the abovemen-
tioned quote, who, according to Freud, bore witness to the importance of the Oedipus complex
by expressing the difference between the primitive and civilized worldssummarized in English
as if the little savage were left to himself, preserving all his foolishness and adding to the small
sense of a child in the cradle the violent passions of a man of thirty, he would strangle his father
and lie with his motheronly serves to intensify the impression that Freud tended to regard the
Oedipus complex discovery as an achievement of a universal character.
However, judged from the position of modernity in terms of the evolving expansion of a scien-
tific view of the world, one might cast pertinent doubt on that mode of thinking as being in-
formed by insufficient anthropological knowledge as well as based on a clearly expressed Euro-
centric approach. Yet another pool of doubts as it is, considering Freuds ethnic Jewish origin and
various related issues which served to intensify Freuds Eurocentric orientation, the tendency to
view critically Freuds views on the universality of the Oedipus finds further justification.
In the latter regard it is worthwhile to recall Wilhelm Reichs criticism of what he called
Freuds patriarchal Judaism, arguing that it had resulted in Freuds sexual unhappiness which
arguably implies Freuds genital impotence from the mid	s onwards. According to Reich
who knew Freud closely and was himself of a Jewish descent, Freud suffered from his being
Jewish and indeed

didnt want to be a Jew. Never. He wasnt Jewish. I never felt he was Jewish. Neither did I feel Anna
Freud as Jewish. They had nothing Jewish in them, either characteriologically, regiously or nationally On the
other hand, he was a German. He liked Goethes Faust. His language was German. His style was the wounded,
German style of Thomas Mannthe rounded, harmonic, but very complicated expression, in contradistinction
to the English, which is straight and simple.
 Freud, SAn Outline of Psycho−Analysis. The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological
Works of Sigmund Freud , Volume XXIII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pp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In fact this sort of critique is not unrelated to Reichs far more grounded and articulated analy-
sis in particular of the Oedipus complex in his early work entitled The Invasion of Compulsory
SexMoralityThis outstanding work, indeed one of Reichs truly genuine attempts at
combining Marxism with psychoanalysis, might be also highly estimated as one of the earliest
critical efforts to oppose Eurocentric inclinations in Freuds theory by means of specifically re-
viewing the Oedipus complex in a nonEuropean context. The Invasion , as Reich himself called
this work when he sent a copy of it to anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski, was in fact inspired
by the findings of Malinowski summarized in his wellknown monograph entitled The Sexual
Life of Savages.
Malinowskis monograph was based on his field research of in particular the Trobriand tribe
which resided in the northeastern area of New Guinea. Placing emphasis upon the issue of a cor-
relation between women and property in the process of marriage exchange and pointing out com-
mon characteristics in Malinowkis analysis and that of Friedrich Engels applied to primitive com-
munism which arguably demonstrated patriarchal features of the early exploitative society, Reich
proceeded to single out the key point in the transition from matriarchy of a primitive Communist
society to the patriarchy of an early exploitative society. According to Reich who identified matri-
archy as exhibiting, according to Robert Corrington, healthy forms of genital potency while see-
ing the patriarchy as having started to manifest all of the various sexual dysfunctions, the key
point sought was to be identified mainly in the context of a role which marriage played in the so-
cial economy involving both genders.
Quoting Reichs reference to matriarchy as featuring the natural selfregulation of sexuality
that it entails, Eli Zaretski clearly relates Reichs belief in that after the abolition of private prop-
erty humanity would return to that very natural selfregulation of sexuality to Reichs affili-
ation with the communist movement as a party member. However it is just as important to
single out Reichs opposition to Freud in terms of the evolution of the psychoanalytical theory, in-
volving the interpretation of the Oedipus complex, which only a few commentators, Valery Leibin
and Corrington being among them, seem to pay considerable attention to. Thus, Corrington
 Quoted in Corrington, Robert SWilhelm Reich : Psychoanalyst and Radical Naturalist . New
York : Farrar, Straus and Giroux, p
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ster, MD, USA : Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., p
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places emphasis on the fact that Reich argued that this free sexuality undercut the need for an
Oedipal conflict in Trobriand life because there was no pressure to confine subjective sexual fan-
tasy to a tightly bound nuclear family ; that is the mother or father did not have to be the sole
object of sexual desire or cathexis because there was so much free libidinal expression outside
the family triad. As regards the castration anxiety, which, according to Freud, serves to de-
stroy the Oedipus complex, Reich indicated that there was no need for it because neither the fa-
ther nor the mother was envisioned as a threat to the penis or vagina, precisely because they
were not guiltinvoking cathected objects that must avenge themselves for the transgression of
the child.
One should not, however, overemphasize Reichs opposition to Freud in terms of the Eurocen-
tric features, in particular considering the as yet immature character of critical studies of Euro-
centrism during the time period under the discussion. Typically, in an article devoted to the issue
of the Oedipus complex published in Reich concentrates his critical attention exclusively on
the phenomenon of a possibility of conversion of the Oedipus complex into characterological
functions, hardly demonstrating any signs of doubt regarding the universality per se of the Oedi-
pus complex, but at the same time detaching himself from Freuds perception of the Oedipus
complex as resulting from the inevitability of the fate which has condemned every son to live
through it. Envisioning a world of difference in terms of a sexually sound psychic economics,
Reich points out that the binding of the child to the parents and the attack on the infantile mas-
turbation in the earliest years, the ascetic requirements in puberty and the constraint of sexual
interest within the marriage institution...constitute just about the opposite extreme to the condi-
tions required for its production and maintenance, thus emphasizing social causes without par-
ticularly inquiring into a nonEuropean context	.
It is therefore natural enough that in terms of the evolution of the Oedipus complex concept
Reich is routinely considered to have produced a simplified understanding of the complex as
merely introducing the family structure, so that it only arises when a child is brought up in a
bourgeois and patriarchal nuclear family
. It is nevertheless important to pay tribute to
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Reichs role of having pioneered in introducing a nonEuropean context as a way of questioning
nothing less than the universality of the Oedipus complex.
 Olsen. O.AThe Living and the Dead Father : Some Oedipal Knots in the History of Psy-
choanalysis. Psychoanalysis and Contemporary Thought	
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